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ABSTRACT

CRASH3 based computer programs model a
vehicle structure as a homogeneous body.  Crush
stiffness coefficients determined from full-overlap crash
tests, when used in these computer programs allow for
an accurate reconstruction of collisions where the
accident damage profiles are full-overlap.  The
structures of vehicles, however, might not be purely
homogeneous in their crush response.  How accurately
do crush stiffness coefficients that were determined
from full-overlap crash tests represent the crush
response of that same vehicle in a partial-overlap/offset
frontal collision?  Before this question can be answered
a method needs to be developed for determining crush
stiffness coefficients from partial-overlap/offset frontal
test collisions.  These crush stiffness coefficients then
could be used in a comparative analysis of the crush
response of vehicles tested in both full-overlap and
partial-overlap/offset frontal collisions.

A method is set forth that allows for the
determination of crush stiffness coefficients from tests
involving partial-overlap/offset frontal collisions with a
fixed deformable barrier.  This method is extended to
tests involving side impacts with movable barriers.

INTRODUCTION

Vehicular structures are modeled in the
CRASH3 damage algorithm as being homogeneous with
respect to their stiffness characteristics.  Vehicles are
divided into three structures (front, rear and side).  Each
portion of a vehicular structure is assumed to have the
same stiffness characteristics as any other portion of the
same structure.  This model has been generally
accepted as being a reasonable approximation.  Crush
stiffness coefficients determined from the widely
available full-overlap frontal crash tests are good
predictors of the crush response of these vehicles in full-
overlap collisions [see Appendix for definitions].

Vehicle structures, however, are constructed of
many sub-structures and may not be purely
homogeneous with respect to their stiffness
characteristics.  For example, in a side impact a wheel
and suspension assembly has stiffness characteristics
that are greatly different from that of a door structure.
Crush stiffness coefficients determined from the widely
available full-overlap frontal crash tests might not be
good predictors of crush response for the same vehicle
in a real-world accident when the damage is partial-
overlap/offset.

In the past, the lack of partial-overlap/offset
frontal collision tests meant that
engineers/reconstructionists only had crush stiffness
coefficients available that were determined from full-
overlap frontal crash tests.  The issue of the degree to
which the front-end structure of vehicles behaved as
homogeneous bodies was academic.

Recently data from partial-overlap/offset frontal
collisions have become available.  The number of
partial-overlap/offset tests, however, is few and most
vehicles probably will never be tested.  Therefore, a
need exists for an understanding of the degree to which
vehicle frontal structures behave in a homogeneous
manner in a collision.  These new crash tests should
provide the basis for a comparative analysis of full-
overlap crush response versus partial-overlap/offset
crush response.  Before this analysis can be performed,
however, a method needs to be developed for
determining crush stiffness coefficients from partial-
overlap/offset frontal test collisions.

A method is set forth in this paper that can be
used to determine crush stiffness coefficients from
partial-overlap/offset frontal test collisions.  This method
also can be used to determine stiffness coefficients from
side impact tests involving moving barriers.







performed, a method needs to be developed for
determining crush stiffness coefficients for partial-
overlap/offset frontal test collisions.

2. A method is set forth in this paper that can be used
to determine crush stiffness coefficients from
partial-overlap/offset frontal test collisions.  This
method also can be used to determine stiffness
coefficients from side impact tests involving moving
barriers.

3. The potential inaccuracies associated with this
method are essentially mitigated by reasonable
estimates of the test vehicle damage onset speed
and the use of module two.  In module two, the
reconstructed impact speed is compared to the
actual test impact speed.  Reasonable adjustments
in the barrier face stiffness are then made that result
in a matching of the reconstructed versus actual
impact speed.

4. Crush stiffness coefficients determined with this
method can be used as a basis for a comparative
analysis of the crush response of frontal vehicular
structures in full-overlap versus partial-
overlap/offset collisions.

5. Crush stiffness coefficients determined with this
method can be used with sound engineering
judgement in the reconstruction of traffic accidents.
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APPENDIX

Definition of Terms
Vehicle Contact Plane

A vertical plane parallel to, and inline with, the
exterior side of a vehicle.  The length of the
plane is equal to the length of the corresponding
side of the vehicle.

Center of Length Projection Line

A line normal to the vehicle contact plane that
passes through the mid-point of the vehicle
contact plane.

Collision Oriented

Term used to describe a condition relating to all
the involved vehicles, objects, etc.

Vehicle Oriented

Term used to describe a condition relating to a
specific involved vehicle.

Offset

Distance measured between the center of length
projection lines of the vehicle contact planes.
The offset distance is collision oriented for non-
oblique collisions.

Direct Damage

The portion of the damage profile in which
contact occurred between the vehicle and
barrier.  In other words, the vehicles surface
where that involved the primary loading by the
other vehicle or object.  It does not include
regions with minor scratches, etc.

Induced Damage

The portion of the damage profile upon which
an external collision force was not applied.

Direct Damage Overlap

A measurement of the length of the direct
damage along the vehicle contact plane of the
striking/struck vehicle or object.  The overlap is
related to a specific vehicle in a collision.  The
overlap can be express as a distance value or
percent.  A percent overlap is based upon the
overall vehicle width (W103) for front and rear
impacts, and the overall vehicle length (L103)
for side impacts.

Crash Test Alignment Overlap

A measurement of the length along the vehicle
contact plane on the vehicle, or object, that
overlaps the contact plane of the other involved
vehicle, or object, based upon the test setup
alignment.

Damage Onset Speed

A damage onset speed is the maximum speed
at impact of a vehicle in a full-overlap collision
with a non-energy absorbing fixed barrier that
will not produce any residual crushing of the
vehicle structure.



Barrier Face Crush Stiffness Coefficients

REF NO. YR MAKE MODEL TRAN WB WT V-EFF PDOF %OL #C's X_C b0 b1 KV A B TEST#

PlasCore EECV MDB 2094 22.1 0 100% 1 8.5 4.5 2.07 289 398 184 P-ECF-01
PlasCore EECV MDB 2094 21.8 0 100% 1 8.2 4.5 2.10 298 403 188 P-ECF-02

Stnd Weight 2094
PlasCore NHTSA MDB 2998 21.6 0 100% 1 8.3 4.5 2.06 246 337 154 P-USS-01
PlasCore NHTSA MDB 2998 21.8 0 100% 1 8.4 4.5 2.05 243 336 153 P-USS-02
NHTSA NHTSA MDB 3404 20.7 0 100% 6 8.0 4.2 2.07 280 362 178 A:114
NHTSA NHTSA MDB 3000 27.3 0 100% 6 10.5 4.5 2.17 246 355 171 A:435
NHTSA NHTSA MDB 3000 37.1 0 100% 6 14.2 4.5 2.30 249 377 192 A:609

Crash Plot/Smac Plot Stnd Weight 3000 4.5 2.18 251 357 173  
4.50   Default Value For "b0"CRASH PLOT
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